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Intermezzo in A Major
arr. Alex Guebert

5-7 octaves HB    Level: 4

MEGM134    $5.95   $5.36

Johannes Brahms’ 
gorgeous “Intermezzo 
in A Major” has been 
faithfully transcribed by 
Alex Guebert, bringing 
this classical piano 
work to handbells. Full 
of opportunities for 
musicality, phrasing, 
and dynamic lines, this 
piece will be a welcome 
addition to your concert 
season!

http://WWW.HandbellWorld.com/MEGM134
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Love Which Makes Us One
Matthew Compton

5-7 octaves HB   Level: 4+
w/ piano, oboe, and opt 3-7 oct HC and string quartet
        
MEGM133HB    HB part $5.95   $5.36
MEGM133FS   full score $16.95   $15.26
MEGM133P   inst parts $22.95   $20.66

Part of Matthew 
Compton’s larger concert 
work When All Else Fails, 
this movement focuses 
on the theme of love. 
Based on the Christina 
Rossetti poem ‘I loved 
you first: but afterwards 
your love’, this piece will 
take your listeners on a 
cinematic journey from 
beginning to end.

Click cover to view and listen

http://WWW.HandbellWorld.com/MEGM133HB
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Heartscape
Matthew Compton

5-7 octaves HB    Level: 4+
 w/ clarinet, oboe, or violin, & 2-7 oct HC

MEGM128    HB part $6.95   $6.26
MEGM128P   inst parts $5.95   $5.36

Love – one of the most 
impactful things in 
someone’s life. We all 
hope to one day feel it, 
and enjoy the passion, 
excitement, and pure joy 
that love can bring to our 
lives! “Heartscape” will 
put a smile on your and 
your audience’s faces. 
Featuring a Bb clarinet, 
violin or oboe, this piece 
will stick with you, long 
after the last joyful chord 
of the piece!

http://WWW.HandbellWorld.com/MEGM128
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Volte on The Holly and the Ivy
Matthew Compton

3-6 octaves HB    w/ opt 3-4 oct HC & perc Level: 3+
        
MEGM118    HB part $5.95   $5.36
MEGM118FS   full score $12.95   $11.66
MEGM118P   perc parts $4.95   $4.46

Drawing inspiration 
from Michael Praetorius’ 
Dances from Terpsichore, 
this lively arrangement of 
“The Holly and the Ivy” 
will be a hit with both 
ringers and audiences! 
The added percussion 
will be a welcome 
addition to this dance-like 
arrangement that will get 
stuck in your head long 
after rehearsal, worship, 
or concerts are over!

Click cover to view and listen

http://WWW.HandbellWorld.com/MEGM118
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Appassionato
Christian Guebert

6-7 octaves HB      w/ opt 6-7 oct HC Level: 3

MEGM126    $5.95   $5.36

We welcome Christian
Guebert to the 
Evergreen Music catalog 
with his gorgeous 
original composition 
“Appassionato”. Exposed 
and sensitive, your 
ensemble will have plenty 
of opportunity for some 
gorgeous musicality.

http://WWW.HandbellWorld.com/MEGM126
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%% produces a rich shine on any uncoated, non-ferrous, metal surface %% removes tarnish and 
restores luster %% leaves a thin, invisible, protective film to deter further corrosion
%% long shelf life 

Simichrome 50g tube #1102 $15.00
Simichrome 250g can #1103 $40.00
Simichrome 1000g can #1104

Simichrome Polish 

Blue Magic 200g #1144 $12.95
Blue Magic 550g #1145 $22.95

non-abrasive % % for all metal surfaces % % can use with buffers & polishers % % 
provides lasting protective coating % % endorsed by Malmark! % % great on brass, copper, 
sterling silver, aluminum, stainless steel or gold % % removes tarnish and oxidation

Blue Magic Metal Polish

Make your 

choir shine!

Cape Cod Polishing Cloths 

Sunshine Polishing Cloths 
%% cleans and brightens with non-scratch 

micro-abrasives %% easy to use- just rub the 
surface with medium pressure %% non-toxic %% 

packaged in resealable bag for storage after use 
%% works until cloth is completely dark on both sides 

no washing! 

%% one of the most useful polishing 
cloths around! %% two different 

surfaces: an inner surface with 
red rouge polish powder and 
an outer side for finishing %% 

remove tarnish while polishing 
% % 12” x 14” in size %% comes in 

a plastic pouch for storage % % no 
washing - use until cloth wears out 

 %% Made in USA

%% use to apply & remove your favorite 
polish %% clean up any post-polishing 

residue %% lint-free interlocking 
knit - does not ravel 
%% wash & reuse! 

Cape Cod Foil Pouch- 2 
cloths #1108 $6.00
Cape Cod Tin- 12 cloths, 
gloves #1109 $22.50

pouch: 2 cloths in resealable 
pouch; 

tin: 12 polishing cloths, 1 
buffing cloth & 1 pair nitrile 
gloves

% % moist, re-usable cloths % % cleans, polishes, 
and protects all types of metals % % simply 
wipe on, buff off  % % pleasant vanilla 
fragrance % % leaves an anti-tarnish finish 

1 Sunshine 
Cloth #1003 $4.50

10 Pack of 
Cloths #1004 $40.00

Cleaning Cloths 

4 pc. package #1011 $6.00
16 pc. 
package #1014

Shino Polishing Cloth #1001 $9.95

Shino Polishing Cloths 

HandbellWorld.com/polishHandbellWorld.com/polish

PolishPolish

Polishing ClothsPolishing Cloths

FROM

http://www.HandbellWorld.com/polish
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